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Measurement of Z bosons produced in association with charm jets ðZcÞ in proton-proton collisions in
the forward region provides a direct probe of a potential nonperturbative (intrinsic) charm component in the
proton wave function. We provide a detailed study of the potential to measure Zc production at the LHCb
experiment in Runs 2 and 3 of the LHC. The sensitivity to valence-like (sea-like) intrinsic charm is
predicted to be hxiIC ≳ 0.3%ð1%Þ. The impact of intrinsic charm on Higgs production at the LHC,
including Hc, is also discussed in detail.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Whether the proton wave function contains an intrinsic
charm (IC) component is a topic of considerable interest
(see Ref. [1] for a review). In the absence of IC, the charm
(c) parton distribution function (PDF) arises entirely due to
perturbative gluon radiation; however, a juudcc̄i compo-
nent to the proton wave function is also possible. There is
substantial theoretical interest in the role that nonperturba-
tive dynamics play in the nucleon sea [2–4]. Furthermore,
the presence of IC in the proton would affect the cross
sections of many processes at the LHC either directly, from
c or c̄ initiated production, or indirectly, since altering the c
PDF would affect other PDFs via the momentum sum rule.
For example, Higgs boson production could be affected by
a few percent, largely due to changes in the gluon PDF. The
cross sections relevant for direct dark matter detection are
sensitive to IC if the interaction is mediated by the Higgs
boson [5]. IC would also affect both the rate and kinemati-
cal properties of c-hadrons produced by cosmic-ray proton
interactions in the atmosphere. Semileptonic decays of such
c hadrons provide an important background to astrophysi-
cal neutrinos [6,7].
A number of studies have been performed to determine

if—and at what level—IC exists in the proton.
Measurements of c-hadron production from deep inelastic
scattering (DIS) [8], where the typical momentum transfer
is Q ≈ 1–10 GeV, have been interpreted as evidence for
percent-level c content in the proton at large momentum
fraction (x) [9–11]. If the c PDF is entirely perturbative in
nature, much smaller c content at large x is expected,
whereas, valence-like charm content in the proton could
explain the DIS results. However, global PDF analyses tend
to either provide inconclusive results on IC [12], or claim
that IC is excluded at a level significantly less than 1% [13].

There is tension between some data sets applicable to such
analyses where they overlap kinematically. This has led to
global PDF fitters choosing eitherwhich data sets to consider,
or how to handle the inherent tension between data sets in
their studies. Low-energy fixed-target experiments are in
principle sensitive to large-x IC, but inclusion of such low-Q
data requires careful treatment of hadronic and nuclear
effects. Therefore, many authors have chosen to exclude
these data. Such choices inevitably affect the conclusions
drawn about IC. To date, a consensus has not been reached on
whether IC exists at the percent level [14,15].
The ideal probe of IC is a high-precision measurement of

an observable with direct sensitivity to the large-x charm
PDF, where Q is large enough such that hadronic and
nuclear effects are negligible. Measurement of the fraction
of Z þ jet events where the jet originates from a c quark,
Zc
j ≡ σðZcÞ=σðZjÞ, in the forward region at the LHC can

provide such a probe. Production of Zc may proceed via
gc → Zc (see Fig. 1), is inherently at large Q near the Z
mass which satisfies the constraints of Ref. [16] at large Q
(due to the large Z mass), and at forward rapidities requires
one initial parton to have large x, while the other must have
smaller x (see Fig. 2). Differential measurement of Zc

j

provides direct sensitivity to the process gc → Zc for large-
x c. The ratio Zc

j is chosen because it is less sensitive to
experimental and theoretical uncertainties than σðZcÞ.
In this article, we propose a differential measurement of

Zc production in proton-proton (pp) collisions in the
forward region. We show that using data that will be

FIG. 1. Leading-order Feynman diagrams for gc → Zc.
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collected in Runs 2 and 3 of the LHC, the LHCb experi-
ment will be highly sensitive to both valence-like and sea-
like IC. While measurement of σðZcÞ in the central region
has previously been proposed to study IC [12], we will
show that the impact of IC is larger in the forward region
and that the LHCb detector is best suited to making a
precise measurement of σðZcÞ. Finally, even in the absence
of discovery of IC content in the proton, this measurement
will provide a useful test of Dokshitzer-Gribov-Lipatov-
Altarelli-Parisi (DGLAP) evolution for c quarks from low-
Q DIS measurements up to the electroweak scale.

II. Zc PRODUCTION

We calculate Zc
j at next-to-leading order (NLO) using the

so-called VFNS CT14 next-to-NLO (NNLO) PDF set [17]
and the Zj POWHEGBOX matrix element [18], and cross-
check our results with aMC@NLO [19]; showering is
performed via PYTHIA [20] using the POWHEG [21] and
FXFX [22] methods for our baseline and cross-check
calculations, respectively. Hadronization is also performed
with PYTHIA, while hadrons are decayed via EVTGEN [23]
interfaced to PHOTOS [24]. We only consider the
decay Z → μμ, and in all cases Z denotes Z=γ� where
60 < mðμμÞ < 120 GeV. More details on our calculations
are provided in the Appendix.
The leading-order contribution to Zc production is

gc → Zc as shown in Fig. 1; however, at NLO there are
also sizable contributions from gc → Zcg, gg → Zcc̄,
qc → Zcq, and qq̄ → Zcc̄. The theory uncertainty on Zc

j

is a combination of PDF, factorization and renormalization
scale, and strong-coupling (αs) uncertainties, where the
PDF contribution is found to be dominant (since the others
largely cancel in the ratio). Charm jets are identified at the
particle level by the presence of a long-lived c hadron with
transverse momentum pT > 2 GeV produced promptly in
the pp collision.

The CT14 global analysis turns on the c and c̄ PDFs at
Q ¼ mðcÞ, i.e. at the charm mass, with initial distributions
cðx;mðcÞÞ ¼ c̄ðx;mðcÞÞ consistent with NNLO matching.
At NLO, cðx;mðcÞÞ ¼ c̄ðx;mðcÞÞ ¼ 0, while at NNLO
they are of Oðα2sÞ. Additional c content is generated by
gluonic radiation for Q > mðcÞ. Following Ref. [12], we
consider two categories of nonperturbative IC models:
(BHPS) valence-like, inspired by the light-cone picture
of nucleon structure [25,26], and (SEA) sea-like, where
IC ∝ ½ūðx;Q0Þ þ d̄ðx;Q0Þ� at an initial scale Q0 < mðcÞ.
In each model, the IC content is considered in addition to
the perturbative charm contribution. For each IC category,
two values of the mean momentum fraction of the IC PDF
at Q ¼ mðcÞ, hxiIC ≡ R

1
0 xICðx;mðcÞÞdx, are considered:

roughly the maximum hxiIC value that is consistent with
the global PDF analysis of CT14 [17], and a smaller IC
contribution (see Table I and Fig. 3). Many other IC models
exist (see, e.g., Ref. [27]); however, we only consider the
BHPS and SEA models as this is sufficient to demonstrate
the impact of both low-x and high-x IC.

III. SELECTION AND DETECTOR
PERFORMANCE

The LHCb detector is a single-arm spectrometer cover-
ing the forward region of 2 < η < 5 [28,29]. The detector,
built to study the decays of hadrons containing b and c
quarks, includes a high-precision charged-particle tracking
system. The silicon-strip vertex locator that surrounds the
pp interaction region measures heavy-flavor hadron
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FIG. 2. Regions covered in ðQ2; xÞ of various experiments.

FIG. 3. IC PDFs considered [12] shown at low and high Q.

TABLE I. IC models considered [12].

Valence-like model hxiIC Sea-like model hxiIC
BHPS1 0.6% SEA1 0.6%
BHPS2 2.0% SEA2 1.5%
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lifetimes with an uncertainty of about 50 fs [30]. Different
types of particles are distinguished using information from
two ring-imaging Cherenkov detectors, an electromagnetic
and hadronic calorimeter system, and a system of muon
chambers [31].
Our analysis assumes that the LHCb detector perfor-

mance will be equivalent in Runs 1 and 2 of the LHC, and
that LHCb will collect 5 fb−1 of data at

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 13 TeV in
Run 2. For Run 3, we take the detector performance from
the LHCb subsystem technical design reports [32–35], and
assume 15 fb−1 is collected at

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 14 TeV.
LHCb has demonstrated the ability to make precise

measurements of Z boson production [36–38]. Here, we
assume only the decay Z → μμ is used as it provides the
most precise experimental measurements. Following
Ref. [36], we define the muon fiducial region to be pTðμÞ >
20 GeV and 2 < ηðμÞ < 4.5 for Run 2. For Run 3, the ηðμÞ
region is extended to 2 < ηðμÞ < 5 due to the improved
tracking coverage upstream of the magnet that will be
provided by the so-called UT system [34]. Z boson
candidates are required to satisfy 60<mðμμÞ<120GeV.
Furthermore, we assume that quality criteria are imposed
on the track and muon, and take the efficiency of such
requirements from Ref. [36].
Jets are clustered using the anti-kT algorithm [39] with

R ¼ 0.5 as implemented in FASTJET [40]. Only visible
final-state particles within LHCb acceptance are clustered.
As in Refs. [41–43], jets are required to satisfy pTðjÞ >
20 GeV and 2.2 < ηðjÞ < 4.2 to ensure nearly uniform jet
reconstruction and c-jet-identification efficiencies, and
only the highest-pT jet in each event is considered (all
other jets are ignored). Reference [42] demonstrated that
migration of events in and out of this fiducial region due to
detector response has negligible impact on the production
ratios studied here; therefore, jet pT resolution effects are
not considered in this study. LHCb applies criteria to
remove fake jets with a 96% efficiency [44]; we assume
these will also be applied in Runs 2 and 3. LHCb discards
very high-occupancy events as part of its online data-taking
optimization. We again assume that this effect will be the
same in the future as it was in Run 1, and reduce the
expected signal yields by 10% [44].
A key aspect of the proposed measurement in this article

is the ability to efficiently identify (or tag) c jets. LHCb has
demonstrated the ability to identify heavy-flavor-hadron
decay vertices in jets with a ≈0.3% fake rate [41].
Furthermore, LHCb can determine the c-jet and b-jet yields
each with percent-level precision. While we expect the c-jet
identification efficiency to improve in future LHCb data
taking, here we assume that it is ϵtagðcÞ ≈ 25% as it was in
Run 1 [41].
The values of ϵtagðcÞ and ϵtagðbÞ were measured simul-

taneously by LHCb using heavy-flavor-jet enriched data
samples. No assumptions were made about the efficiency
values in data, cf. simulation, which led to a high degree of

anticorrelation between the ϵtagðcÞ and ϵtagðbÞ measure-
ments; each was assigned a 10% relative uncertainty.
Reference [45] showed that the ratio σðcc̄Þ=σðbb̄Þ is robust
with respect to higher-order QCD corrections. Therefore,
the ratio ϵtagðcÞ=ϵtagðbÞ can be precisely measured in a
data-driven way in an analysis similar to Ref. [46], remov-
ing the large anticorrelation effect. In this study, we assume
that a 5% relative uncertainty is achieved on ϵtagðcÞ in Runs
2 and 3. Finally, background to Zj events will be at the
subpercent level [44] and approximately cancels in the
ratios studied here, and so it is ignored.

IV. EXPECTED SENSITIVITY

Figure 4 shows the expected distributions and precision
on Zc

j versus the rapidity (y) of the Z for each IC model
considered compared to the no-IC prediction. The expected
results from the LHCb experiment after Runs 2 and 3 of the
LHC are each shown assuming the detector performs as
described above. Most experimental and theoretical uncer-
tainties approximately cancel in this ratio. The dominant
contribution to the experimental systematic uncertainty
comes from how well ϵtagðcÞ can be measured in data.
There will also likely be ≈1% contributions from various
ratios of effects. These can each be studied using data-
driven methods and are not expected to increase the total
systematic uncertainty significantly.
From Fig. 4 one can see that valence-like IC has a

dramatic impact on Zc
j at large yðZÞ, while sea-like IC

mostly affects Zc
j at small yðZÞ. Both the shape and size of

the measured Zc
j versus yðZÞ distribution can be used to

study IC(x). By the end of Run 3, we estimate that LHCb
will be sensitive to IC of the type found in BHPS models
for hxiIC ≳ 0.3%, and to that found in SEA models for
hxiIC ≳ 1%. The impact of valence-like IC on Zc

j in the
forward region is so large that discovery of IC will be
possible already in Run 2 for hxiIC ≳ 1%. If such a valence-
like IC component is observed, then it may even be possible
in Run 3 to investigate the c and c̄ PDFs separately by
tagging the charge of the c jet. Predictions of Zc

j in the
central region (probed by ATLAS and CMS) are provided
in the Appendix. As expected, the impact of valence-like IC
is greatly reduced, while sea-like IC affects Zc

j in a similar
way as in forward region.
We conclude our discussion on measuring IC by con-

sidering the ratio σðγcÞ=σðγjÞ, i.e. replacing the Z boson
with a final-state photon, which would permit probing
lower values of Q [47–49]. Such measurements have been
made at the Tevatron [50,51] and are suggestive of IC [52].
The LHCb calorimeter system is not well suited to studying
high-energy photons; however, LHCb has demonstrated
that it can reconstruct and precisely measure the properties
of γ conversions to eþe− [53]. It may be possible to
measure γc production using converted photons at LHCb
[54]. We encourage studying this possibility.
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For the large valence-like IC scenario, a sizable intrinsic
beauty (IB) component may also be present. While IB is
expected to be suppressed relative to IC by a factor of
roughly ½mðcÞ=mðbÞ�2 [55], it may still be possible to
observe a large valence-like IB component by studying Zb
production. Given that the jet-tagging algorithm developed
by LHCb simultaneously determines both the b-jet and
c-jet yields, we expect that both Zc

j and Z
b
j will be measured

in the same analysis with about the same precision.

V. IMPACT ON OTHER PROCESSES

The IC content of the proton directly affects the
production cross sections of many processes at the LHC.
For example, valence-like IC content increases W boson
production due to an increased probability for cs → W
scattering [56]. Similarly, the rate at which the hypothetical
charged Higgs boson is produced in pp collisions is highly
sensitive to IC [57]. Furthermore, an increase in the charm
component of the proton must be balanced by a decrease in
the other components. This results in IC indirectly affecting
many production cross sections via the momentum
sum rule.
Figure 5 shows the impact on the major Higgs produc-

tion cross sections within the acceptance of the ATLAS and
CMS detectors, assuming a SM Higgs boson (details on
these calculations are provided in the Appendix). Since the
PDF uncertainties do not include a contribution due to the
assumption of no IC in the proton, one should view the shift
due to IC as an additional uncertainty in each Higgs
production process. Higgs production in the central
region via gluon fusion (gg → H) is affected by ≲1% by

valence-like IC, but by up to ≈2.5% by sea-like IC. Higgs
production via vector-boson fusion (VV → H) is also
affected by sea-like IC by ≈2% but in the opposite way.
This is expected since adding sea-like IC increases the
quark content of the proton while decreasing its gluon
content. Associated production of tt̄H is affected by up to
1.5% by valence-like IC due to the largeQ, and hence large
x of one parton, of this gg-initiated process. The predicted
sensitivity to IC at LHCb in Run 3 will be sufficient to
constrain the effect of valence-like (sea-like) IC on all
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major Higgs production processes to be ≲0.5%ð1%Þ. We
also note that the presence of IC in the proton could result
in diffractive Higgs production [58,59].
Reference [60] suggested measuring Hc production as a

way of probing the charm Yukawa coupling ðYcÞ. It is
worth noting that the impact of IC on σðHcÞ is comparable
to that of a SM-like value of Yc. For both the BHPS2 and
SEA2 IC models, σðHcÞ with Yc ¼ 0 is about the same as
for the no-IC scenario with Yc ≈ 0.7YSM

c . Similarly, if
Yc ¼ YSM

c then these IC models would increase σðHcÞ
by as much as a ≈25% increase in Yc. Therefore, placing
constraints on IC will be a vital component of determining
Yc using Hc production.

VI. SUMMARY

In summary, measurement of σðZcÞ=σðZjÞ in pp colli-
sions in the forward region provides a direct probe of a
potential intrinsic charm component in the proton wave
function. We predict that using data collected in Runs 2 and
3 of the LHC, the LHCb experiment will be sensitive to
valence-like IC with hxiIC ≳ 0.3%, and sea-like IC for
hxiIC ≳ 1%. This sensitivity is sufficient to discover, in the
context of a global PDF analysis, the IC predicted by light-
cone calculations [25,26], and to constrain the uncertainty
on the effect of IC on Higgs boson production at the LHC
to ≲1%. We reiterate that even in the absence of IC,
this measurement will provide a useful test of DGLAP
evolution for c quarks from low-Q DIS measurements
up to the electroweak scale. Finally, a similar analysis of
σðWcÞ=σðWjÞ versus ηðμÞ can be performed at LHCb to
probe the large-x strange PDFs, where the charge of the W
boson determines whether the initial parton was an s or s̄.
Given the large ratio of σðWcÞ=σðZcÞ, precision measure-
ment of the charge asymmetry inWc production should be
possible already in Run 2.
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APPENDIX: ADDITIONAL DETAILS
ON CALCULATIONS

First, we provide some additional technical details about
our calculations. The Zj POWHEGBOX calculations are
performed in the massless limit for all fermions. In the
cross-check calculations performed using aMC@NLO, we
consider both massive and massless charm quarks and
obtain consistent results to ≈1% for Zc

j in each case with
our baseline POWHEGBOX calculations. This agrees with
the expectation that threshold effects due tomðcÞ should be
Oð½mðcÞ=ðR · pTðjÞÞ�2Þ ≈ 1%; therefore, the dependence

of Zc
j on mðcÞ is negligible. A pT ordered parton shower is

applied using PYTHIA 8, where the leading-order CT14
PDF set is used when calculating the Sudakov form factors
for space-like showers. This ensures that for low x and low
Q all PDFs remain positive definite, which oftentimes is not
the case for NLO and NNLO PDF sets.
The IC PDF sets provided in CT14 are only available at

NNLO, while the Zj matrix element used is NLO. The
NNLO corrections to Zc

j are expected to be small [61,62]
(the NNLO corrections to Zj and Zc should largely cancel
in the ratio Zc

j ) and covered by the scale uncertainty. As a
cross-check, we also calculate Zc

j without IC using CT14
NLO PDFs and find shifts of 1–2% in all but the largest
yðZÞ bin where the shift is 5%. Each of these is smaller than
the PDF uncertainty we assign. We conclude that the
mismatch between the order of the IC PDF sets and Zj
matrix element has no impact on the conclusions of this
study; however, once the LHCb Zc

j measurement is
available, it will be desirable to have Zc

j calculated at
NNLO for inclusion in the global PDF fits.
Since our calculation is performed for the forward

region, one could be concerned about threshold effects
that may arise when probing the x → 1 region; however,
our proposal only involves a differential measurement in
yðZÞ, and so Zc

j is not sensitive to the x → 1 region. In the
five yðZÞ bins used in our calculations, the mean values of
the lead-parton x are 0.17, 0.21, 0.27, 0.37, and 0.52 in
order of increasing yðZÞ. The fraction of events that involve
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FIG. 6. Predictions of Zc
j for the central region. No exper-
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c-tagging efficiency. Only the SEA2 model affects Zc

j by ≳10%.
N.B., due to the small effect of IC in the central region, the lower
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in Fig. 4.
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a parton with x > 0.7 is less than 0.5% in all but the
largest yðZÞ bin where it is 2%. Finally, to check whether
the large-x PDF uncertainties are accurate, we calculate Zc

j

using both NLO and NNLO PDF sets from NNPDF [63].
The shifts in Zc

j are 1–2% in all but the largest yðZÞ bin
where the shift is 5%; in each yðZÞ bin the shift is smaller
than the quoted PDF uncertainty.
Figure 6 shows the Zc

j predictions for the central region.
These calculations are performed in the same manner as
those for within the LHCb acceptance, but with the muon
and jet η requirements changed to jηj < 2.5. Given the large
luminosity that ATLAS and CMS expect to collect, the
experimental uncertainty on Zc

j will be driven by the c-jet
tagging. Only the SEA2 model affects Zc

j by ≳10%. With
enough luminosity—and assuming a c-tagging efficiency
of about 10%—it may be possible to improve the sensi-
tivity to valence-like IC in the central region by instead
measuring Zc

j at large pTðZÞ [12]; however, we do not
expect that equivalent sensitivity to that of LHCb can be

achieved by CMS or ATLAS in Run 3. We note that an
alternative approach for ATLAS/CMS was proposed in
Ref. [64] that involves measuring the ratio ZQ=WQ, where
Q denotes all tagged b jets and c jets, at large jet pT.
For predictions of SM Higgs boson production in the

central region, the calculations are performed in the same
manner as for Zc

j ; however, only the relative impact of the
IC models is provided and only PDF uncertainties are
considered. This is sufficient to demonstrate qualitatively
how IC affects Higgs production. In all cases we require
jηðHÞj < 2.5, along with the following channel-specific
requirements: ðVV → HÞ for vector-boson fusion, we
require pTðjÞ > 20 GeV, jηðjÞj < 5, and jΔηðjÞj > 3;
ðpp → VHÞ for vector-boson associated production, we
require all leptons from W and Z decays have pTðlÞ >
20 GeV and jηðlÞj < 2.5; and ðpp → tt̄HÞ for top asso-
ciated production, we require the leptons and b jets have
jηj < 2.5 and pT > 20 GeV.
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